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Bulk Tobacco
MILK & HONEY
An aromatic blend of 100% fire-cured Black Cavendish, American Burleys and
imported flue-cured Virginias with a hint of Cognac for a smooth and mild finish.
ED’S BEST
100% fire-cured Black Cavendish, pressed Burley and long-cut White Burley for
an exceptionally mild, aromatic smoking experience.
OLD RED
A delightful aromatic blend of several Golden Cavendish tobaccos topped off with
matured Golden Virginia. Full aroma and a slight fire-cured finish.
THE GODFATHER
Modeled after Marlon Brando’s favorite cocktail, bourbon-enhanced Black
Cavendish, Burley and Virginia is paired with amaretto and full-bodied cherry
Cavendish that makes any smoker an offer they can’t refuse.
APPLES AND CREAM
An all black mixture of unsweetened black Cavendish and a bit of our #734 Green
River Vanilla, flavored with our proprietary "cream" flavoring and an amount of
apple flavoring so generous, that you might feel yourself transported to the apple
pie bake off of the century!
HS-3 Lane (UNO)
Aroma, one of the most important aspects of any smoking tobacco, is the
paramount consideration in this blend of Golden Cavendish tobacco. Everyone
within smelling distance loves it.
BCA Lane (MIDNIGHT)
The best-selling Black tobacco. Fire-cured Cavendish tobaccos, discreetly
flavored to produce an extremely mild, slow burning, cool smoke.
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VERY CHERRY (REBELS DELIGHT)
A blend of Cavendish tobaccos with cherry. Full aromatic and full bodied, yet
remarkably gentle. Guaranteed mild with no bite.
1-Q (PETER STUYVESANT)
The country’s #1 selling blend. Basically a Golden Cavendish blend, but with a
hint of fire-cured blended in. Provides a scintillating taste and a full aroma.
RLP-6 (STATE CAMPUS)
The closest to Captain Black regular. Blended with just the right proportion of
Golden Virginia and Burleys. The basic blend of Toasted Cavendish tobaccos
takes on a zesty dimension. This is another mixture that gets better as you smoke it
all day long.
MV-1000 (WILLIAMSBURG)
A blend of the finest matured Golden Virginia tobaccos, enhanced by a subtle
aromatic fragrance.
BL/WB (BURLEY LIGHT)
A breakthrough in the tobacco business. Here’s a Burley blend without Burleys’
traditional bite, and a fabulous aroma. This unique blend is not for the Cavendish
smoker, but the person who likes Burley, will like BL/WB. And so will the people
around him.
P.S. 38 (HIGHLAND WHISKEY)
Generously laced with aged whiskey from the Scottish highlands for a popular
flavor. A truly enjoyable pipe tobacco blend as is.
BALKAN SUPREME
A blend of Oriental tobaccos from Macedonia and the Black Sea region with
Latakia and the finest of Virginia tobaccos.
PLC (CHERRY PIE)
Aromatic and popular blend of Golden Cavendish tobaccos, with a hint of
Maraschino for just the right sweetness.
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DARK RED (MIDNIGHT CHERRY)
Lane Limited’s Dark Red uses the same rich, toasted and steamed Green River
Black Cavendish blend as their BCA, but instead receives a topping that is a
combination of black cherry, vanilla and caramel. BCA fans should love it.
PS-702 (PRESSED BURLEY)
The mildest smoking Burley on the market. A blending tobacco.
P.S. 80 NORWEGIAN BLEND
A quality Stokkebye tobacco blend of mild Virginia tobaccos, some Air-cured
Burley and fine Oriental tobaccos. Extra fine cut. Light aromatic-American taste.
PS-83 AMSTERDAM BLEND
A spicy blend of Peter Stokkebye tobacco consisting of excellent fire-cured
Kentucky and full-bodied, rich Virginia tobaccos. Fine cut, full flavor Dutch taste.
NO 701 STRAIGHT VIRGINIA
A bright and pure Virginia blend mixed from 11 top flue-cured Virginia tobacco
grades. Non-aromatic with the natural, sweet taste of Virginia.
PS-81 DANISH EXPORT
A superior blend of top-quality Virginia tobaccos from three continents
No. 23 BLACKBERRY BRANDY
Air cured Burleys from Mexico and flue cured Virginias from Brazil and USA.
Sweet fruit taste perfectly balanced with brandy.
No. 303 CREAMY PEACHES
Selected flue-cured Virginia tobaccos from Africa, mixed with mild Burley and a
sweet Black Cavendish. The mild sweetness of the tobacco selection are topped
with one of the finest peach flavours.
TS1R – RED VIRGINIA RIBBON
Red Virginia Ribbon is a mainstay among blending tobaccos. It’s sweet, but not
overly so and has a natural toasty flavor which works well in Latakia blends, is a
perfect companion for perique, will lighten sweet aromatics, and is a nice smoke
all on its own.
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Z92 VANILLA CUSTARD
Among the plethora of Vanilla blends, Vanilla Custard stands out. Nothing else
epitomizes Vanilla more than this mixture of Burley, Virginia, and Black
Cavendish.
D59 VANILLA LATTE
A tantalizing mixture of Coffee and Vanilla applied to Burley, Virginia and Black
Cavendish.
BLACK RASPBERRY SUPREME
The fragrance of Black Raspberry embraces a well-rounded blend of flavorful
Virginias, mellow Burleys and Black Cavendish tobaccos.
BUTTERED RUM
A Golden Virginia and mellow White Burley mixture. Cavendish style blend,
topped with a subtle mixture of Buttered New England and Jamaican Rums. No
bite with a captivating aroma.
B-20 BLACK CAVENDISH (VAN RENSSELAER)
An all Black Cavendish consisting of 100% fire-cured tobaccos. Stream sweated
for mildness and smoothness. Aromatic.
ZBC 245
A spice fire-cured Black Cavendish that has an exceptionally light, smooth taste.
Our fastest selling blend, guaranteed to be on your “best sellers” list.
J-3 ALMONDINE (AMARETTO)
At last, the intriguing taste of Almond Liquor captured in a mild and mellow blend.
No bite.
B27 SMOOTH BLACK & GOLD
Black Cavendish blended with Bright Virginia and #1 Grade Burleys. Slow
burning, extremely mild and cool.
18 MELLOW & MILD
A truly extraordinary blend. Vanilla and Hazelnut are applied to the best Burley,
Golden Cavendish and Toasted Cavendish, resulting in a pleasing taste and a
delightful aroma. Flavorful yet mild.
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RUM AND MAPLE (VERMONT MAPLE)
A Virginia and Burley based blend flavored with rum and maple.
208 APPLE
Apple Flavor is a long-standing favorite of many pipe smokers. The coolsmoking blend of mild burleys with the brown sugar sweetness of toasted
Cavendish provides the perfect vehicle for the smooth apple flavor which gives
this blend its distinctive character.
704 SPICED RUM
Spicy Vanilla and Rum mingle with a base of Virginia, Burley, and Black
Cavendish to create a delightful smoke.
SPS# 2000 (SUNSET RUM)
The very name conjures up a sublime experience. This is a unique blend of
flavored Black, pressed ribbon cut Virginia and Burley is punctuated with rum and
vanilla with just a hint of caramel.
SPS# 2007 BOURBON
Among connoisseurs of Bourbon, taste denotes both quality and subtle nuances
among brands. The lasting flavor of SPS 2007 Bourbon begs for such comparison.
From first to last puff, this rich mixture of Black Cavendish, Virginia and Burley is
sure to please.
#10 NATURAL (PILGRIM)
A blend of aged American Burleys and imported flue-cured Virginias. Lightly
topped with Cognac to enhance the natural flavor. Exceptionally smooth and mild.
TS-6 WHITE BURLEY
#1 Grade White Burley, long cut, unflavored. A blending tobacco.
13 TROPIC (SOUTH SEAS)
An exotic blend, flavored with an exclusive essence of tropical fruit. A most
unusual aroma and smoking quality.
R-18 (WILL’S LOG CABIN)
A confectionary delight. A fascinating mixture of Red Virginia, Virginia, Burley
and unflavored Black Cavendish flavored with chocolate and marshmallow.
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FIELD & STREAM MATCH
This outstanding aromatic is a mixture of Burley, Vanilla, and flavored Black
Cavendish.
PUMPKIN SPICE
A tasty mixture of Burley, Virginia and Black Cavendish with notes of allspice,
cinnamon and brown sugar that burns cool and moist.
500 AFRICAN QUEEN (COUNTRY BLEND)
An aromatic blend without Latakia, consisting of Smyrna, Mozambique, and
Virginia tobaccos. Will appeal to pipe smokers of English and domestic styles
alike.
COUNT PULASKI
A remarkable English style blend with a slight hint of anise.
D965 (EDLEEZ 965)
A robust English blend with character. Plenty of Latakia, Pressed Virginia and
Burley provide the base.
503 HEAVY ENGLISH (ROBBIE BURNS)
Heavy English. A hearty English blend combining Smyrna, Lemon Virginia.
Oriental grades and high in Latakia content. For the sophisticated pipe smoker.
302 LIGHT ENGLISH (FIRESIDE)
Light English. African, Turkish and Virginia tobaccos with Latakia added.. The
smoothest Latakia blend ever to be presented to the pipe smoker.
SPS-2003 STRAWBERRY DELIGHT
A superb combination of Burley, Virginia and black Cavendish flavored with some
confectionery favorites: chocolate, vanilla, praline, and of course, Strawberry.
PERIQUE
Genuine St. James Parish Perique # 1. A blending tobacco.
LATAKIA
AAA Grade premium Latakia. A blending tobacco.
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